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Abstract. Face Detection and Recognition is an important surveillance problem 

to provide citizens’ security. Nowadays, many citizen service areas as airports, 

railways, security services are starting to use face detection and recognition ser-

vices because of their practicality and reliability. In our research, we explored 

face recognition algorithms and described facial recognition process applying 

Fisherface face recognition algorithm. This process is theoretically justified and 

tested with real-world outdoor video. The experimental results demonstrate 

practically applying of face detection from several foreshortenings and recogni-

tion results. The given system can be used in building a smart city as a smart 

city application, also in different organization to ensure security of people. 
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1 Introduction 

If we talk about the concept of "smart city", first and foremost, it is improving the 

quality of life and creating comfortable living conditions for citizens. This is the com-

bination of various technologies, management of communications, infrastructure, in 

the near future IOT. 

The goal is the optimal use of modern technologies in each of the spheres of city 

life for more rational use of resources and improving the quality of life, doing busi-

ness, etc. So, "Safe City" is the most important component of the "smart city" con-

cept, besides video surveillance as part of a safe city, the state is becoming "the eyes" 

of a smart city. 

Smart cities often intersect with a digital city, a wireless city, a safe city, an eco-

city, a city with low carbon monoxide emissions, architectural perfection and other 

regional development concepts. This should be confused with the concepts of the 

industry of information technologies, electronic document management, electronic 

reporting, intellectual transport and an intelligent urban water / gas / power supply 
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network. Smart City is sharing data over the Internet, cloud services, geospatial infra-

structure, dedicated telecommunication channels and other new generations of infor-

mation technology. CCTV cameras, included in open or protected monitoring and 

control systems, ensure broadband cross-border interaction of all municipal structures, 

and facilitate the intellectual integration of applications into user innovations, open 

innovations, public innovations,and joint innovations. The process of transition to a 

smart city is characterized by a steady interest of both local enterprises and foreign 

investors. In this process, there are no templates for the use of video surveillance and 

network technologies. The main thing is an intelligent and cost-effective result. In 

addition, of course, there are increased requirements to the processing of video data 

streams, the quality of video surveillance equipment. 

2 Literature Review 

There are several approaches to create a face recognition algorithm. 

The empirical approach was used at the very beginning of the development of 

computer vision. It is based on some of the rules that a person uses to detect a face. 

For example, the forehead is usually brighter than the central part of the face, which, 

in turn, is uniform in brightness and color. Another important feature is the presence 

of parts of the face in the image - the nose, mouth, eyes. To determine the faces, we 

did a significant reduction of the image area, where the presence of a face was as-

sumed, or perpendicular histograms are constructed. These methods are easy to im-

plement, but they are practically unsuitable in the presence of a large number of for-

eign objects in the background, several persons in the frame or when changing the 

angle. 

The following approach uses invariant features characteristic of a face image. At 

its core, as in the previous method, lies the empiricist, that is, the attempt of the sys-

tem to "think" as a person. The method reveals the characteristic parts of the face, its 

boundary, change in shape, contrast, etc., combines all these signs and verifies. This 

method can be used even when turning the head, but with the presence of other faces 

or a heterogeneous background, recognition becomes impossible. 

The following algorithm is the detection of faces using patterns that are specified 

by the developer. A person appears to be a kind of template or standard, the purpose 

of the algorithm is to check each segment for the presence of this pattern, and the 

check can be made for different angles and scales. Such a system requires many time-

consuming calculations. 

All modern facial recognition technologies use systems that learn through test im-

ages. For training, bases with images containing faces and not containing faces are 

used. Each fragment of the investigated image is characterized as a feature vector, 

with which the classifiers (algorithms for determining an object in a frame) determine 

whether this part of the image is a face or not. 

Currently, several dozens of computer methods for face recognition are actively 

used: methods based on neural networks [1]; the main components (own persons) [2], 

[3-5]; based on linear discriminant analysis [6-7]; elastic graph method [8]; a method 
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based on hidden Markov models [9-13]; method based on flexible contour models of 

the face; method of comparison of standards; optical flux method; methods based on 

lines of the same intensity; algebraic moments; Karunen-Loeve decomposition; fuzzy 

logic; Gabor filters, etc. A good overview of these methods can be found in [14]. 

One of the first developed methods of facial recognition is the method of main 

components (own faces). Its distinguishing feature is that the main components carry 

information about the signs of a certain generalized face. Face recognition using li-

near discriminant analysis is based on the assumption of linear separability of classes 

(persons) in image space. Neural network methods have a good generalizing ability. 

3 Facial Recognition Problem 

Recognition of objects is an easy task for people, the experiments conducted in [15] 

showed that even children aged one to three days are able to distinguish between re-

membered faces. Since a person sees the world not as a set of separate parts, our brain 

must somehow combine various sources of information into useful patterns. The task 

of automatic face recognition is to isolate these significant features from an image, 

transforming them into a useful presentation and producing some kind of classifica-

tion. 

The process of face recognition, which is based on geometrical features of the face, is 

probably the most intuitive approach to the problem of face recognition [15-16]. Ex-

periments on a large data set have shown that, alone, geometric features cannot pro-

vide enough information for face recognition.  

In this work, we explore face detection and recognition process, describe their ma-

thematical representation and do experiments with facial recognition using Fisherface 

algorithm. 

 

3.1 Development Overview 

The solution as proposed in this research work consists of two parts as recovering 

low resolution image and the identity of object using the recovered high resolution 

image. 

Image restoration part consists of three subtasks as 

1. Converting the low resolution image to digital form 

2. Image enhancement and recovery 

3. Converting to graphical image from digits. 

 

3.2 Face Detection 

At the first stage, the face is detected and localized in the image. At the recognition 

stage, the image of the face is aligned (geometric and luminance), the calculation of 

the signs and the direct recognition - the comparison of the calculated signs with the 

standards embedded in the database. The main difference of all the algorithms pre-

sented will be the calculation of signs and the comparison of their aggregates among 

themselves. Such face detection system types shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig.1. Face detection architecture. 

 

3.3 Face Recognition 

There are several different face recognition algorithms as correlation, eigenfaces, 

linear subspaces and fisherfaces. There were several experiments on identification the 

effectiveness of those algorithms where the FisherFaces algorithm was chosen as the 

best one with the lowest error rate in human face recognition. In accordance with 

experiment results made before we decided to choose the FisherFaces algorithm for 

face identification and recognition processes due to its fast and guaranteed recognition 

of the human. Figure 2 shows the plot that illustrates the error rate depending on the 

number of principal components. 

 

Fig.2. Face detection architecture. 

As can be seen from the above graph, the FisherFace method learns the set of pro-

jections which perform well over a range of lighting variation, facial expression and 

even presence of glasses.   Below, we explain the algorithmic description of the Fi-

sherfaces method: 
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Let there be a random vector with samples drawn from classes:
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Fisher’s classic algorithm now looks for a projection that maximizes the class sepa-

rability criterion: 
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Following the method of Belhumer, Hespanha and Kriegman, a solution for this 

optimization problem is given by solving the General Eigenvalue Problem: 

iiiBW vvSS 1
 (6) 

There’s one problem left to solve: The rank of WS  is at most (N-c), with N sam-

ples and classes. In pattern recognition problems the number of samples N is almost 

always smaller than the dimension of the input data (the number of pixels), so the 

scatter matrix WS  becomes singular. In [BHK97] this was solved by performing a 

Principal Component Analysis on the data and projecting the samples into the (N-c)-

dimensional space. A Linear Discriminate Analysis was then performed on the re-

duced data, because WS isn’t singular anymore. The optimization problem can then 

be rewritten as: 
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The transformation matrix that projects a sample into the (c-1) dimensional space 

is then given by: 

T
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T

fldWWW   (8) 

Face detection, recognition and gender classification experiments carried out on 

the basis of facial images database [25]. Sample images are shown in Figure 3. In the 

formation of the database size of the images and the shooting conditions were the 

same. They used a 24-bit JPEG format. The base [25] contains pictures of people, 

male and female, of different nationalities and ages. It reflects changes in a person's 

appearance: different hairstyles, beards and glasses presence. In preparation for the 

experiment, two training samples have been created. The first of them contains five 

images of each person (only 5 × 395 = 1975 images). Second, 10 images of each per-

son's individual learning (10 × 395 = 3950 images). In addition, the dataset has sever-

al datasets as Face94, Face95, Face96, and Grimace that the characteristics are listed, 

below. 

 

Fig. 3. Sample images of faces. 

The approach that is used in this method finds out the facial features to discrimi-

nate between the persons. The performance of the system that uses the FisherFaces 

algorithm is highly depends on the input data.  The FisherFaces provides a total re-

construction of the projected image by normalizing processing of the image [6, 26-

28]. The total set of procedures is given in the Figure 4. 

As can be seen from the Figure 4, the process of face verification starts with the 

detection stage, where the image is taken from the camera and is considered as an 
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input data. Then, there goes the normalization process in order to construct the proper 

image that can be used in FisherFace algorithm. Face normalization actually consists 

of geometry normalization, background removal and lighting normalization. The im-

ages of the face are normalized to a fixed size. If the face was in a wrong angle this 

angle is determined then is corrected in accordance with rules. 

 

Fig. 4. Face detection architecture. 

4 Facial Recognition Problem 

Face recognition system generally involves two main stages as “Face Detection” and 

“Face Identification”. First one is face detection, where the system is searching for 

any faces then takes the image of this face. Following this, image processing cleans 

up the facial image into black-white colors. In our research, face can be detected from 

several foreshortenings. Implemented results are given in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Face detection from several foreshortenings. 

 

After detecting face, next step will be executed. In this step, feature extraction and 

verification process will be done. After recognizing the detected and processed facial 

image is compared to a database of faces in order to decide who that person is, Figure 

6. 

 

Fig.6. Face recognition. Identification of personal id 
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5 Conclusion 

  In this work, we applied Fisherface face recognition algorithm for facial recogni-

tion problem as a video surveillance system of Smart City application. We used Fi-

sherface algorithm because of its practicality and high recognition rate. The mathe-

matical representation of facial recognition problem and Fisherface algorithm was 

investigated. Experiment results demonstrate face detection and recognition results. 

Further, we are going to use the proposed system as an application of a Smart City 

Platform and for schools to identify pupils by faces.  
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